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Abstract     
The main purpose of this thesis is to make a design and comparative analysis of different 
solar cell technologies (Polycrystalline, Monocrystalline, Thin-Film CIS, Thin-Film A-Si and Multi-
Junction) of a 3 MW PV grid connected system that located in Meitar Israel. The comparative analysis 
considers the area, the cost, the LCOE (Levelized cost of energy) and the payback.  
 
The main procedure of this thesis was divided into four parts. The first part presents the 
technical and legislation requirements of Israel, this part has explained the laws to install a PV system 
and the tariffs. The second part shows the geographical situation and the meteorological data of 
Meitar, which has included presentation of the village, the solar irradiation during the year and the 
ambient temperature. The third part shows the component selection of the different PV systems. 
This part has included a carefully study in order to choose the most correctly and the financially 
modules and inverters for the systems. The last part shows the sizing and the simulation of the 
different PV systems. This part has presented the necessary number of modules and inverters, the 
total necessary area and the economic analysis for each system.  
 
The simulation of the different PV systems was done by the software PVsyst. This software 
has a wide database of the meteorological data including the global solar irradiation, diffuse 
irradiation and the ambient temperature during the year. Also, there is a database of the solar energy 
components from various manufacturers.  
 
After the analysis of the results of the different PV systems, it was possible to see which cell 
technology will be preferable for this system. First, was made a comparison of the necessary area 
between the different PV systems. Second, was made an economic analysis in order to see which 
cell technology will be the most financially, including calculations of the LCOE and payback of each 
PV system. After the analysis of the results the polycrystalline technology has shown superiority on 
the rest. That means, the installation of the grid connected PV system with the Polycrystalline 
technology will return the investment faster and will produce electricity with the lower price and with 
the higher returns compare to the other PV systems. At the tariff conditions in Israel the installation 
of this PV system will be very financially due to the high feed-in tariff regarding the electricity 
production from PV systems.   
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1. Introduction 
The Israeli energy market includes import, refining, marketing and consumption of energy 
sources in Israel. Most of the energy that Israel is using is non-renewable sources, such as coal, oil, 
petroleum and natural gas. A small percentage is coming from renewable energy sources. 
 
In the recent years, there has been a clear tendency to increase the electricity production from 
renewable energy sources and to reduce the production from conventional sources such as fossil 
fuels. This happens for understandable reasons: the decline of the reserves, the increase in the price 
of fossil fuels and the environmental pollution associated with their use. 
 
Israel is also making efforts in this direction. Despite the increase in electricity production from 
renewable energy sources, is still a small fraction of the total electricity production. In 2009, Israel 
have stated a target, 10% of electricity in 2020 will be produced from renewable energy sources, as 
well as a target of 5% in 2014, which was achieved. 
 
Solar energy has the greatest potential in Israel compared to the rest renewable energy 
resources. With the substantial decrease in the price of photovoltaic panels in recent years, there is 
an increase in the installation of PV systems and electricity production from solar energy. For this 
reason, when customer wants to install a grid connected PV system in order to produce electricity 
and to integrated it into the Israeli grid, the Israel Electric Corporation (IEC) is buying the electricity 
from him in higher price than the supplying price for the customer. 
 
Israel is a small country in the Middle East, on the southeastern shore of the Mediterranean 
Sea and the northern shore of the Red Sea. Israel has a land area of approximately 20,770 km², and 
lies between the latitudes 31.0461° N and longitudes of 34.8516° E. Israel has two main seasons, 
winter which is cool to cold and summer which is warm to hot. 
 
The goal of this study is to design a 3 MW grid connected PV system in Meitar, Israel and to 
make a comparison between the different solar cell technologies for the PV system.  
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2. Solar radiation  
Solar radiation is a general name for the electromagnetic radiation from the sun to Earth. Big 
part of this radiation is within the visible spectrum, for this reason the solar radiation is also called 
sunlight. Physically, solar radiation is electromagnetic radiation in a spectrum that includes: ultraviolet 
light, visible spectrum and infrared. 
 
The spectral distribution of solar radiation between different wavelengths corresponds to the 
distribution of radiation emitted by a blackbody with a temperature of about 6000o K. blackbody is an 
ideal body that allows the whole radiation to pass in without reflecting the energy and absorbs the 
whole radiation. In other words, is a perfect absorber and emitter of radiation for all the wavelengths 
[1]. 
 
The intensity of the solar radiation (irradiance) is the instantaneous power radiation received 
per unit of surface rate of the energy emission per unit of area, it is measured in unit of: watt per 
square meter (W/m2). The radiation energy is a measure of solar radiation energy received on a 
given surface area during a given time, it is measured in units of: watt hours per square meter 
(Wh/m2). Therefore, it is possible to say that the intensity of the solar radiation is the power radiation 
received per unit of surface and the radiation energy is the solar radiation energy received on the 
surface for a given time [1]. 
2.1. Solar radiation outside the earth  
The radiation intensity of the sun received by the earth is a function of the emission 
characteristics and the distance of the sun. The generated energy in the sun created by nuclear 
fusion. This happen at temperature of about 20 x 106 oK. The value of the intensity of the sun 
radiation changes from the center to the surface. The radiation flux that going out spreading across 
the surface of the sphere. Therefore, the value of the radiation flux is becoming weaker with the 
square of the distance from the sun. The value of the radiation flux received from the sun outside the 
atmosphere is constant and called the solar constant. Normally its value is 1367 W/m2 and defines 
the average value of the energy in units of time on area outside the atmosphere in an average 
distance of the orbit of the earth around the sun [2].     
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2.2. Solar radiation on the surface of the earth  
According to the solar constant the intensity of the radiation outside the earth calls 
extraterrestrial radiation. The maximum visible wavelength (0.38 – 0.78 μm) range is located 
between two nonvisible wavelengths, the ultraviolet (UV – 0.2 – 0.38 μm) and the infrared radiation 
(IR – 0.78 – 2.68 μm). Figure 2.1 shows the spectral distribution of the solar radiation [3]. 
 
Figure 2.1. Spectrum distribution of the solar radiation [4]. 
  When the extraterrestrial radiation passes through the atmosphere can be achieved different 
behaviors, like: reflection and scattering – reflection in few directions and absorption. First, the solar 
irradiation is reflected by clouds, particulates like dust or smoke and gasses. Thus, there is low solar 
radiation when the climate is cloudy or in cloudy regions. However, even in clear sky the intensity of 
the radiation on the earth changes during the day. The intensity of the radiation is stronger in the 
midday compare to the rest of the day. The standard value of the irradiance at the surface on the 
earth is about 1 kW/m2 [3]. 
2.2.1. Air mass  
Solar energy is calculated in outer space at a temperature of 5800oK and at direct angle to the 
earth, AM (air mass). The value of the air mass is defined by the optical distance that the solar 






Where θ is the incidence angle between the position of the sun in direct radiation and nearest 
to the horizon (Figure 2.2) 
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Figure 2.2. Relative position of the sun [1] 
Since there are several factors that reduce the intensity of the radiation, such as the distance 
that the radiation passes, the earth’s direction, the sun’s position, the sky’s conditions and the losses 
related to dispersal of the radiation by the dust particles in the air. Is found that the angle that is used 
to calculate the air mass is 48.2o, therefore the effective radiation reaching the earth's surface is 
calculated by AM 1.5G (Figure 2.1). In other words, under these conditions the distance of the sun's 
beam to the atmosphere is 1.5 times the distance it would be if it was placed vertically to the point 
where the power is measured [4]. 
2.2.2. Irradiation components         
There are 3 different types of irradiance: direct, diffuse and albedo. These three components 
arrive to the earth and together give the global irradiance [5] [6] [7]. 
2.2.2.1. Direct irradiance  
The direct irradiance is the solar irradiance that traveling on straight line from the sun to the 
surface. It is measured in units of: W/m2. This type of irradiance is the biggest component and the 
most important regarding to PV systems.  
2.2.2.2. Diffuse irradiance 
The diffuse irradiance is the beams that were scattered by molecules and particles in the 
atmosphere but are still arriving to the surface. It is measured in units of: W/m2. 
2.2.2.3. Albedo 
The albedo is a coefficient that indicates the reflected power of a surface. This coefficient 
depends on the surface type (water, grass, snow, sand, etc.) matters where the PV systems are 
installed. This coefficient influences the power that is received from the PV panels. 
 
The albedo coefficient is always between 0 and 1. The whiter the surface, the higher the 
value of its albedo. Typical values of albedo for common surfaces are listed in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1. Values of albedo for different surfaces [1] 
 Figure 2.3 describes the different types of irradiance. 
 
Figure 2.3. Different types of irradiance [1] 
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3. Photovoltaic fundamentals  
3.1. Introduction 
Solar radiation can be converted in various ways, such as thermal energy, chemical energy 
or electrical energy. This thesis will focus on converting solar energy into electrical energy by 
photovoltaic devices. Photovoltaic device or solar cell in other words, has two points of connection 
between the anode and the cathode so under the light irradiation (photons) the voltage is built 
between the two points. From this reason came the name PV. These cells are used the Photovoltaic 
effect for their operation. This effect was discovered by Edmond Becquerel in 1839 which researched 
the behavior of metals under light irradiation [8].  
 
After 50 years in 1883, produced Charles Fritt the first solar device which showed 
dependence between voltage and sun irradiance by a combination of metal and semiconductor. This 
solar device has shown efficiency of 1% [9]. In pursuance of this study, the use of devices which are 
consist from metal and semiconductor have become potential materials to convert solar energy into 
electrical energy. Later, in 1905 was developed the photoelectric effect theory by Albert Einstein [10]. 
He had discovered that when a photon hits the metal, the photon disappears and all its energy is 
transferred to one of the electrons in the metal. The required energy for an electron to be ejected 
from the metal varies for each electron, but all the metals have minimal energy. This energy is called 
"work function". Therefore, the electrons can be emitted from the metal only when the energy of each 
photon is larger from the work function. In other words, when material absorbs light the electron 
jumps to the excited state and then the electron decays to the ground state. Finally, its energy is 
converted to heat or radiation. Moreover, solar cells require asymmetry separation between the 
excited electron and the hole (lack of electron) in order to use this electron.  
In 1930 Mott and Schottky had Developed a theory of solar cells which composed from a 
semiconductor. In 1954, in Bell Labs was discovered by "scientific accident" that solar device which 
based on silicon semiconductor is photosensitive. Thanks to this discovery, during the 50's have 
been many studies related to solar devices made from silicon. These cells had shown efficiency of 
6% and now are called p-n junction. From then until now, solar cells based on silicon semiconductor 
have been studied intensively, which led to a steady increase in their efficiency. In 1985 researchers 
had reached to impressive efficiency of 20%. The maximum efficiency of a solar cells using a single 
p-n junction was 33.7% by William Shockley and Hans-Joachim Queisser. This value calls shockley 
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queisser limit [11] [12]. 
3.2. P-N junction  
Semiconductors are the main components of the modern electronics. Each solid has energy 
levels that characterize it, in semiconductors there is a small gap (Eg) between the valence energy 
band (VB) and the conduction band (CB). In low temperature, the valence band filled with electrons 
and the conduction band is empty, therefore the material is insulated. But by physical changes such 
as, temperature changes, applying external power or illumination the electrons can jump over the 
energy gap Eg to the conduction band and leave holes at the valence band. This movement of the 
electrons makes the material to be a conductor. In semiconductors, there is a level of energy that is 
called Fermi level. This level describes the probability of finding an electron. At room temperature, 
the Fermi level is in the center of the Eg. [13] [14] .  
 
Usually p-n junction is a boundary between p-type and n-type material in a semiconductor. N-
type is region that many electrons are available and p-type is a region that there are many holes. 
When we dope semiconductor with a small amount of pollutants we can influence its Fermi level (Ef). 
Doping atoms with an extra electron cause the Fermi level to move towards the conduction band (n-
type) which leads presence of free electrons in the crystalline structure of the semiconductor. 
Similarly, doping of atoms with extra hole will move the Fermi level toward the valence band (p-type). 
When the two materials are connected there will be a tend to equalize the electric charges in order 
to reach equilibrium and the Fermi level will straighten. In other words, diffusion current will be 
created. Of electrons from the n side to the p side and holes from the p side to the n side [15]. 
Because of this current, the electrical neutrality will be violated in both sides. This electric charge 
transfer leads to a situation of lack of free electric charges (majority on each side) in the charged 
areas and the depletion layer will be created. This layer of electric charges on each side of the node 
generates an electric field that opposes the diffusion current. [16] [17] [18].  
Figure 3.1 summarizes the phenomenon of p-n Junction. Before connecting the junction each 
side is neutral. While connecting, the electrons and the holes traveling through diffusion current until 
the arrival of equilibrium and alignment of the Fermi level. As a result, was created depletion region 
near the area of the contact (junction), where there is an electrical field. Outside the depletion region 
the electric field becomes zero due to the movement of the diffusion current from the opposite 
direction. 
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Figure 3.1. Phenomenon of p-n Junction. a) energetic structure of a semiconductor with a different 
doping, b) band bending in p-n junction, c) separation process of the electric charge [14] 
The behavior of p-n junction is exponential behavior and its mathematical process leads to 
the diode equation ((Eq. 3.1) and curve (Figure 3.2). 
   =      
  
   − 1     
(Eq. 3.1) 
Where ID is the diode current, I0 is the saturation current, q is the magnitude of the electron 
charge (1.6∙10-19 C), V is the applied voltage, k is Boltzmann´s constant (8.65∙10-5 ev/K) and T is the 
absolute temperature.     
 
Figure 3.2. Diode I-V curve 
3.3. Solar cell  
The light that falls on the solar cell can be reflected, absorbed or transmitted. Large part of the 
light is reflected, this leads reflecting losses. In order to reduce the reflecting losses, the solar cell 
always has an unreflecting coating. 
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During the illumination, photons (light quanta) with energy greater than or equal to Eg will 
excite the electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. In order to convert the solar 
energy into electricity, it is necessary to separate the electron and the hole before the electron will 
collapse to the hole in a process called recombination. Electron-hole pair is generated within the 
junction or within a short distance from the junction that is called diffusion distance. This pair will be 
separated by the built in electric field that is existing in the junction. The built in electric field directs 
the flux of the electrons to the n-type semiconductor and the holes toward the p-type semiconductor. 
In this way, the minority carriers in each semiconductor (electrons in p-type semiconductor and holes 
in n-type semiconductor) are those that contribute to the obtained electric current. The cell efficiency 
depends on the ability of the minority carriers to move in the side where they are created until they 
recombinant. This occurrence demonstrates the need for high purity level of the semiconductor, in 
order to reduce the likelihood of recombination under the influence of contaminations or 
imperfections [14] (Figure 3.3).  
 
Figure 3.3. Working principle of p-n Junction solar cell [14] 
As already was explained, illumination on solar cell is created charge and allows to the 
current to flow into a connected load. Additionally, there is the photocurrent (Iph) which is generated 
into the solar cell. The circuit of the solar cell is composed from the diode that was generated from 
p-n junction and photocurrent source which is depended on the intensity of the radiation [1]. The 
circuit is described in Figure 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.4. Equivalent Circuit of an ideal solar cell connected to load [1]  
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The equivalent circuit of the ideal solar cell is easily leads to the equation of a solar cell:  
      =     −    =     −      
  
   − 1          
(Eq. 3.2) 
In a real solar cell, there are two resistances inside the cell. One in series (Rs) and one in 
parallel (Rp). The series resistance is regarding to the silicon wafer and is represent the metallic 
contacts and the resistance of the connections. The parallel resistance is caused from the leakage 
currents of the p-n junction [1]. Figure 3.5 shows the equivalent circuit of a real solar cell. 
 
Figure 3.5. Equivalent circuit of a real solar cell [1] 
      =     −      
  
  





   The output characteristics of the solar cell are characterized by I-V curve. This curve shows 
the relation between the output current and voltage of the solar cell. Normally the I-V curve is for 
standard test condition. That means, power of 1000 W/m2 and temperature of 25oC. When the 
environmental condition changes, the I-V curve is affected. 
 
There are three significant points of interest on the I-V curve: the maximum power point 
(MPP), the open circuit voltage (Voc) and the short circuit current (Isc). The maximum power point of 
the solar cell is the maximum power that the solar cell is able to produce in the operating conditions. 
The open circuit voltage of the solar cell is the maximum voltage, its value can be achieved when 
there is no load and current passing through the cell. The short circuit current of the solar cell is the 
maximum current, its value can be achieved when there is no load and voltage. 
      
Figure 3.6 shows the I-V and the P-V curve of a solar cell. Figure 3.7 shows the change of 
the I-V curve of a solar cell with the changes of the temperature. The maximum power decreases 
when temperature increases, thus reducing the performance of the solar cell. 
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Figure 3.6. I-V and P-V curves of a solar cell [19] 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Evolution of the I-V curve of a PV module with the temperature [18] 
3.4. Fill factor of a solar cell 
Fill factor (FF) is an important solar cell characteristic, is used to measure the quality of the 
solar cell. The fill factor is the area of the largest rectangle that will be able to sit in the I-V curve. The 
definition of the fill factor is the ratio of the maximum power of the solar cell to the product of Voc and 
Isc. The value of the fill factor is always smaller than 1. Bigger fill factor will lead to better operation of 
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3.5. Efficiency of a solar cell 
The efficiency of the solar cell is the most commonly parameter to check the performance of 
the solar cell and to compare one solar cell to another. The efficiency of the solar cell is the ratio of 
the output energy of the solar cell to input energy that arrives from the sun (Pin). The efficiency of the 
solar cell depends on the number of variables such as the spectral distribution of the sunlight and 
cell temperature. Standard test conditions (STP) have been established for measuring the efficiency. 
The efficiency is measured in a laboratory with temperature of 25 ℃ and using a light source with an 
intensity of 1,000 watts per square meter at the solar cell. Also, spectral distribution that corresponds 






3.6. Technologies of solar cell  
There are several available technologies of solar cells for converting sunlight into electrical 
energy. For power generating applications, technologies that are commercially available are 
predominantly silicon-based and can be categorized as either crystalline silicon or thin film. Each has 
different operating characteristics, conversion efficiencies and cost [21]. 
3.6.1. Monocrystalline 
Monocrystalline photovoltaic electric solar energy panels have been the most popular choice 
for many years. They are among the oldest, most efficient and most dependable ways to produce 
electricity from the sun. Monocrystalline solar cells are made of silicon ingots, which are cylindrical 
in shape. To optimize performance and lower costs of a single monocrystalline solar cell, four sides 
are cut out of the cylindrical ingots to make silicon wafers, which is what gives monocrystalline solar 
panels their characteristic look [22] [23]. Figure 3.8 shows the monocrystalline technology.  
Here is the operation characteristic of monocrystalline: 
Advantages: 
 The efficiency rates of monocrystalline solar panels are typically 15-20%. Sun Power 
produces the highest efficiency solar panels on the U.S. market today. Sun Power has 
now released the X-series at a record-breaking efficiency of 21.5%. 
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 They are space-efficient: since these solar panels yield the highest power outputs, they 
also require the least amount of space compared to any other types. Monocrystalline solar 
panels produce up to four times the amount of electricity as thin-film solar panels. 
 They have a better usage life: Most solar panel manufacturers put a 25-year warranty on 
their monocrystalline solar panels. 
 They tend to perform better than similarly rated polycrystalline solar panels at low-light 
conditions. 
Disadvantages: 
 It is the most expensive one 
 If the solar panel is partially covered with shade, dirt or snow, the entire circuit can break 
down. 
 A significant amount of the original silicon ends up as waste. 
 Monocrystalline solar panels tend to be more efficient in warm weather. 
 
Figure 3.8. Monocrystalline technology [24]   
3.6.2. Polycrystalline silicon 
Polycrystalline silicon (mc-Si), were introduced to the market in 1981. Unlike monocrystalline-
based solar panels, polycrystalline solar panels do not require the Czochralski process.  In this 
process, high purity silicon is melted in a crucible. At this point, dopants can be added in, depending 
on the result of the wafer. Boron or phosphorus are often added to change the silicon into p-type or 
n-type and thus changing the silicon’s electronic properties. Dipped into the molten silicon is a rod 
mounted seed crystal which is slowly pulled upwards and rotated. By controlling the speed of rotation, 
pulling rate and single crystal the cylindrical ingot can be extracted [22] [23]. Figure 3.9 shows the 
polycrystalline technology. 
Here is the operation characteristic of polycrystalline: 
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Advantages: 
 The process used to make polycrystalline silicon is simpler and cost less. The amount of 
waste silicon is less compared to monocrystalline. 
 Polycrystalline solar panels tend to have slightly lower heat tolerance than monocrystalline 
solar panels. This technically means that they perform slightly worse than monocrystalline 
solar panels in high temperatures. 
Disadvantages: 
 The efficiency of polycrystalline-based solar panels is typically 13-16%. Because of lower 
silicon purity, polycrystalline solar panels are not quite as efficient as monocrystalline solar 
panels. 
 Lower space-efficiency. You generally need to cover a larger surface to output the same 
electrical power as you would with a solar panel made of monocrystalline silicon. However, 
this does not mean every monocrystalline solar panel perform better than those based on 
polycrystalline silicon. 
 Monocrystalline and thin-film solar panels tend to be more aesthetically pleasing since they 
have a more uniform look compared to the speckled blue color of polycrystalline silicon. 
 
Figure 3.9. Polycrystalline technology [24]  
3.6.3. Thin-film 
Depositing one or several thin layers of photovoltaic material onto a substrate is the basic 
gist of how thin-film solar cells are manufactured. They are also known as thin-film photovoltaic cells 
(TFPV). The different types of thin-film solar cells can be categorized by which photovoltaic material 
is deposited onto the substrate for example: copper indium selenide (CIS) and amorphous silicon (a-
Si). 
Depending on the technology, thin-film module prototypes have reached efficiencies 
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between 7–13% and production modules operate at about 9%. Future module efficiencies are 
expected to climb close to the about 10–16% [23] [25]. Figure 3.10 shows the thin-film technology. 
Copper indium selenide (CIS): 
The copper indium selenide thin film solar cell is made with a thin layer of CulnSe2. It has a 
backing of plain glass or flexible metal. The CIS cells have efficiency up to 14%.  
Here is the operation characteristic of copper indium selenide (CIS) thin film:  
Advantages: 
 The active later can be polycrystalline, directly on coated glass sheets or steel bands. For 
this reason, the use of energy is lower than growing large crystals. Also, the substrates 
can be flexible. 
 The CIS technology uses lower level of cadmium. 
 The CIS solar cells have better resistance to heat that the silicon solar cells.  
Disadvantages: 
 The CIS solar cell are less efficient than the crystalline silicon solar cells. However, they 
have a very good efficiency compared to rest of the cell of the thin film technologies.  
 The cost of the CIS solar cells is far from being in compete with the polycrystalline, their 
cost makes them to not be competitive with the currently grid price.   
Amorphous silicon (a-Si): 
Amorphous silicon solar cell was the first thin film solar cell. It has a simple form and has a single 
p-i-n structure. This technology commonly used in calculators and small electronic devices. 
Amorphous silicon solar cell is the most developed of the thin film technology  
Here is the operation characteristic of amorphous silicon thin-film: 
Advantages: 
 Mass-production is simple. This makes them and potentially cheaper to manufacture than 
crystalline-based solar cells. 
 Their homogenous appearance makes them look more appealing. 
 Can be made flexible, which opens many new potential applications. 
 High temperatures and shading have less impact on solar panel performance. 
 In situations where space is not an issue, thin-film solar panels can make sense. 
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Disadvantages: 
 Thin-film solar panels are in general not very useful for in most residential situations. They 
are cheap, but they also require a lot of space. Sun Power’s monocrystalline solar panels 
produce up to four times the amount of electricity as thin-film solar panels for the same 
amount of space. 
 Low space-efficiency also means that the costs of PV-equipment (e.g. support structures 
and cables) will increase. 
 Thin-film solar cells tend to degrade faster than monocrystalline and polycrystalline solar 
cells, which is why they typically come with a shorter warranty. 
 
Figure 3.10. Thin-film technology [26] 
3.6.4. Multi-junction  
Multi-junction solar cells have more than one p-n junction from different semiconductor 
materials. This structure of the multi-junction solar cell is allowed to use more solar spectrums. In 
other words, due to the different materials the solar cell is able to absorb wide range of wavelengths. 
There are few models of the multi-junction solar cell, from two p-n junctions to four p-n junctions. 
Theoretically, there is no limit of the number of junction but today the maximum of junctions in a multi-
junction solar cell is four. Multi-junction solar cell with more junctions will be more efficiency due to 
wider absorbance wavelength range. Therefore, the multi-junction solar cell is much more efficient 
than any different solar cells technologies and their efficiency can reach to about 46 %. Figure 3.11 
shows the absorbance of different wavelength of the multi-junction solar cell [27]. 
Here is the operation characteristic of multi-junction: 
Advantages: 
 The multi-junction solar cells have very high efficiency compared to any other solar cell 
technology. 
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 Better in situations when there is lack of space due to the availability to convert large 
amount of direct sunlight with a small section of solar cell. 
 Have the availability to absorb wide range of wavelengths.   
 
Disadvantages: 
 The multi-junction solar cells are quite expensive compare to any other solar cells 
technologies. 
 The materials that are used and the process to manufacture are complex.   
 
 
Figure 3.11. Wavelength absorbance of multi-junction [28] 
Figure 3.12 shows the record of the efficiency of the different technologies during the years.  
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Figure 3.12. Record efficiencies of various solar cell types [29] 
All the technologies that were explained in this section will be chosen for the sizing of the 
system and will make an economically and a technically comparison between them for the system.  
3.7. From single cell to PV module  
Normally solar cells are not using singularly. Instead, the cells are connected to a 
module/panel in order to achieve higher values of power. The solar module is assembly of the solar 
cells into a one unit. Solar cells are connected in series. Connection of several parallel chains creates 
the solar module. The cells in the module are coated with a protective material, framed with aluminum 
and covered with a transparent glass. The solar module is built in a way that can be operated 
effectively for decades. The panel is rain, wind, and hail resistant. These modules are connected to 
array construction in order to supply variety applications with different power range [30].  
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4. PV power system 
4.1. Types of PV power systems  
PV power systems are design for a variety applications, normally domestic and large-scale 
systems. This thesis will focus on the grid connected PV system. There are three types of PV power 
systems: 
 Grid connected PV system.  
 Stand-alone PV system.  
 Hybrid PV system.  
4.1.1. Grid Connected PV System  
Grid connected PV system has this name because they are connected directly to the electrical 
grid. The DC electricity is produced by the PV array and flows by wires to the inverter. The inverter 
converts the electricity from DC to AC. The AC electricity that the inverter converts is compatible to 
the grid that the system is connected. That is to say, compatible to the frequency and the voltage of 
the grid. For this reason, these inverters are called synchronous inverters. Then, the AC produced 
electricity flows from the inverter to the grid.   
   
Grid connected system are the most popular solar system nowadays. They are the cheapest 
systems and they require the least maintenance due to the unnecessary of batteries. In this case the 
electrical grid are the batteries of the system. The grid connected systems also have disadvantages, 
the biggest disadvantage is that they are sensitive to the grid failure. That means, when the grid falls 
down the system will affect. Also during sun time, the PV system can shut down when there is a 
problem in the grid. Figure 4.1 shows the structure of the grid connected system [31].  
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Figure 4.1. Grid connected PV system [32] 
4.1.2. Stand-Alone PV system 
Stand-alone PV systems operate independently and are usually used in remote areas where 
the electrical grid does not arrive or where the connection fees for access to the grid are too much 
expensive compare to the alternative. The stand-alone PV systems are not connected to the 
electrical grid. The DC electricity is produced by the PV array, stored in batteries and supply the DC 
load. The generated DC power is also converted to AC power in order to supply domestic electricity 
or for commercial uses. 
 
Stand alone power systems are the best for remote villages and electrification of remote 
temporary projects. Also, these systems provide available and reliable electricity source especially 
in remote rural areas that produce their electricity only by diesel generators. The biggest advantage 
of these system is that the produced electricity that goes into the batteries is stored and the surplus 
electricity (during the day) supply the necessity electricity during the night. Figure 4.2 shows the 
structure of the stand-alone PV system [33].  
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Figure 4.2. Stand alone PV system [32] 
4.1.3. Hybrid PV system 
The hybrid PV system is the most common system with a form of photovoltaic system that is 
combined with other renewables and with diesel generators. The diesel generators in these system 
is used to provide the necessary load in situations that the produced electricity from PV system and 
from the wind turbine is not enough to supply the necessary load. Also, the surplus electricity that is 
produced from renewables can be stored in the batteries in order to use it at night. Normally these 
types of system are found in islands. Therefore, in this type of system there are two backups, 
batteries and grid. Figure 4.3 shows a possible structure of a hybrid system [33].  
 
Figure 4.3. Hybrid system [34] 
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4.2. Inverter  
The inverters are used in any grid connected PV system. The inverter converts the DC 
current that generated in the solar panel into AC in order to deliver it to the electrical grid. The choice 
of the inverter will depend on the input DC and the output AC of the system. Additionally, in order to 
choose the inverter for the system all the AC load requirements have to be considers: the power, 
voltage variations and frequency. The choice of the inverter affects the performance and the reliability 
of the PV system [33]. 
4.3. Different dispositions of PV modules  
There are few types of dispositions of PV panels. The most common is the disposition on 
sheds. With this disposition, the orientation of the PV panels is the same for all panels. The 
orientation of the panels also depends on the location. This disposition is mostly used when the 
available area is quite important and for private users in a small scale, also is the cheapest 
disposition. Figure 4.4 shows the disposition on sheds. 
 
Figure 4.4. Disposition on sheds [35] 
In remote areas, where there is no problem of available space, like open places or desert 
normally solar farms are used. These PV systems have one orientation for all the farm or with solar 
trackers of one or two axes. This technology allows the PV panels to follow the sun along the day 
and like that the PV panels receive more irradiance from the sun. Figure 4.5 shows the one 
orientation PV panels and Figure 4.6 shows the PV panels with the solar tracker. In this thesis, the 
system is located in Meitar, which there is no problem of available space. Therefore, the disposition 
of the PV modules will be with one orientation for all the modules as it is possible to see in Figure 
4.5.  
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Figure 4.5. One orientation PV panels [36] 
 
 
Figure 4.6. PV panels with solar tracker [37] 
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5. Requirements and tariffs for PV systems in Israel  
This chapter describes the impacts that can occur in the grid from the grid connected PV 
system and the technical requirements of connecting a PV system to the Israeli grid. Additionally, 
the legislation requirements of Israel regarding obtaining a license to install a PV system and the 
tariffs.  
5.1. Grid impact of PV system 
Renewable energy sources, especially PV systems, have become more significant sources of 
energy, attracting considerable commercial interest. Nonetheless, the connection of large PV 
systems to utility grids may cause several operational problems for distribution networks. The 
severity of these problems directly depends on the percentage of PV penetration and the geography 
of the installation. Hence, knowing the possible impact of large grid-connected PV systems on 
distribution networks can provide feasible solutions before real-time and practical implementations. 
[38] [39] [40]. 
5.1.1.  Overvoltage  
PV systems usually are designed to operate near unity power factor to fully utilize solar energy. 
In this case, the PV system only injects active power into the utility grid, which may change the 
reactive power flow of the system. Therefore, voltages of nearby buses can be increased because 
of the lack of reactive power. The produced over-voltage can have negative effects on the operation 
of both the utility and customer sides. 
5.1.2. Voltage imbalance 
Voltage imbalance is a condition in which the amplitude of each phase voltage is different in a 
three-phase system or the phase difference is not exactly 120°. Difference in load or power supply 
from PV systems on each phase of the three-phase circuit could cause voltage imbalance between 
the phases in the distribution line. Voltage imbalance will generate current with twice the frequency 
and a backward magnetic field in three-phase synchronous machines, and will have a negative 
impact on generators, such as temperature rise of rotors, noise, and vibration. It will also have an 
impact on induction machines and power electronic devices.  
5.1.3. Harmonics  
Harmonic distortion is a serious power quality problem that may occur due to the use of power 
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inverters that convert DC current to AC current in PV systems. The produced harmonics can cause 
parallel and series resonances, overheating in capacitor banks and transformers, and false operation 
of protection devices that may reduce the reliability of power systems. 
5.1.4.  Unintended islanding 
Unintended islanding is an electrical phenomenon in which PV systems within a certain 
network continue to supply power to the load even after the network is disconnected from the main 
grid for some reason (e.g., electrical problem). When a network is disconnected from the main grid, 
the PV systems in the network are designed to detect the abnormal power quality in voltage, 
frequency and grid impedance and to disconnect from the network immediately. However, if the 
power generated from the PV systems and that consumed in the load are by chance identical, the 
PV systems might not be able to detect the unintended islanding and will continue to supply power.  
5.1.5.   Disconnection time of intersystem fault  
In the transformer box, high-voltage winding and low-voltage winding are insulated from each 
other. However, if any abnormal voltage, such as lightning, flows into the transformer, breakdown of 
the insulation may occur. This is called an intersystem fault. 
 
When an intersystem fault occurs in the network, power plants must stop operation and 
disconnect from the grid network. However, PV systems cannot detect the incident until the 
substation opens the breaker and unintended islanding operation occurs.   
5.1.6. Frequency fluctuation  
Frequency is one of the most important factors in power quality. Any imbalance between the 
produced and the consumed power may lead to frequency fluctuation. The small size of PV systems 
causes the frequency fluctuation to be negligible compared with other renewable energy based 
resources. However, this issue may become more severe by increasing the penetration levels of PV 
systems. Frequency fluctuation may change the winding speed in electro motors and may damage 
generators. 
 
There are also some other potential impacts, like instantaneous voltage change, short-circuit 
capacity, DC offset, and impact of active signals from power conditioning system. But it is small for 
PV power plant or not well understood. 
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5.1.7. Available countermeasures 
For each issue, various countermeasures and technologies are available to resolve the 
impacts and enhance the benefits, from the grid side, demand side and PV side. In this chapter, 
existing countermeasures are identified. Table 5.1 summarizes the information collected with more 
detailed information on selected measures following. [39] 
 
Because of these impacts a PV plant can make to the grid, some auxiliary equipment is needed 
to run a stable electrical grid to ensure the security and quality of the electricity. Thus, the cost of this 
equipment, or services provided will be paid by the PV power plant as an integration fee. 
 
 
Table 5.1. Main issues caused by integration of PV plants to the grid, and countermeasures that 
can be implemented to tackle these issues. TVR: Thyristor voltage regulator. SVC: Static var 
compensator. PCS: Power conditioning system. 
STATCOM: Static synchronous compensator. DVR: Dynamic voltage restorer  
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5.2. Technical requirements of Israel 
The electricity in Israel produced and distributed by Israel Electric Corporation (ICE). All the 
technical requirements of the electricity in Israel were set by ICE and Israel institute for occupational 
safety and hygiene (OSH) [41] [42]. 
5.2.1. Nominal frequency 
The Israeli transmission system has a nominal frequency of 50 Hz. The Transmission Service 
Provider (TSP) has to maintain it within the limits of 49.9 and 50.1 Hz during normal grid operation. 
5.2.2. Voltage nominal value and acceptable interval 
The nominal voltage in Israel is 230 V/400 V 3-phase. The Israeli code defines the “normal 
voltage range” as ±5% of the nominal value. In other words, the voltage can continuously lie in this 
interval. However, in case of exceptional voltage variation, the voltage can be in the ±10% interval 
around the nominal value, but for not more than 30 minutes. 
5.2.3. Voltage harmonics 
The voltage harmonics imposed by the PV plant should not exceed a Total Harmonic Distortion 
of 1.5%, with no individual Harmonic greater than 1%.  
5.2.4. Current harmonics 
The current harmonics imposed by the PV plant should not exceed 1%-1.5% 
5.2.5. Phase-to-phase unbalance 
The phase-to-phase unbalance at the connection point should not exceed 1%. 
5.2.6. Protection device 
Each Connection between a User and the Transmission System shall be controlled by a 
suitable isolating device (isolating switch or circuit breaker, as determined by the TSP) capable of 
interrupting at the Connection Point, the short circuit currents specified in the relevant Connection 
Agreement. Should there be a fault in the plant, it should be disconnected from the grid in less than 
120ms. 
5.2.7. Power Factor requirement 
All Generating Units must be capable of supplying rated Active Power output at any point 
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between the limits 85% Power Factor lagging and 95% Power Factor leading at the Generating Unit 
terminals, unless otherwise agreed expressly by the TSP in the Connection Agreement. 
5.3. Legislation requirements of Israel 
Any facility for production of electricity in photovoltaic technology will require a license to 
produce electricity. All the legislation requirements of Israel were set by Israeli Ministry of Economy 
and Industry and Israeli electricity authority [43] [44]. 
  
The licensing process that the entrepreneur is required to complete is divided into three steps: 
1. Application for a license - the entrepreneur will submit the application to the Electricity 
Authority. 
2. After checking the conditions, the entrepreneur will receive a temporary license, 
including landmarks for the progress of up to 36 months. 
3. At the end of the construction process and after the system will be synchronized to the 
electricity grid, the facility owner will receive a permanent production license for a period 
of 20 years and an option for 10 years more of operation. 
5.3.1. The prerequisites for obtaining a license 
The requirements to obtain a license for installing a PV system in Israel are: 
1. Proof of land rights. Will be required to present the approval of the village that there is 
no objection to the construction of the facility.  
2. Poof of equity. A license applicant will be required to prove his ability to provide equity 
in relation to the requested license.  
3. Experience in the PV field. In the checking of the application there will be a professional 
team that will examine different parameters in the submission of the application, which 
verify the experience in the field including if the technology meets the criteria.    
5.4. Israeli tariffs  
The electricity consumption tariff in Israel is set by the Electricity Authority of Israel. The tariff 
is valid from the 1/1/17. The tariff including value added tax (VAT) is 56.56 (₪) cents of Israeli new 
shekels (14.09 cents of euro) per kWh. 
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The electricity production tariff from renewables is set by the Electricity Authority of Israel. The 
IEC is buying the electricity that is produced from solar energy and is delivered to the grid. The price 
that the IEC is paying to the electricity production from PV systems that are connected to the Israeli 
grid is 105 (₪) cents of Israeli new shekels (26.17 cents of euro) per kWh. 
 
It is possible to see that Israel encourages a lot the renewables and is trying to increase a lot 
the production of electricity from renewables. In order to do this IEC is buying the electricity that is 
produced from the solar energy in price of almost double than the sale customer price. All these 
prices are taken from the Electricity Authority of Israel website [45].    
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6. Grid connected PV system sizing  
After understanding the technical and legislation requirements and also the Israeli tariffs in the 
last chapter, the next step is to make a study about the chosen location of the PV system, to select 
the necessary components and to size the PV system.  
6.1. Meitar and its geographical situation  
The chosen location is Meitar. It is located in the south of Israel, 18 km from the big city 
Beersheba and its population is about 10,000 inhabitants. The village is located in very open space 
and there is no problem of available space. Table 6.1 shows the geographical characteristic of the 
chosen village and Figure 6.1 the satellite view.  
Time zone  2 
Latitude  31.33° N 
Longitude  34.94° E 
Altitude 414 m 
Table 6.1. Geographical characteristic of Meitar 
 
Figure 6.1. General satellite view of the village [46] 
6.2. Solar resource  
The land of Israel is blessed in an abundant high annual solar radiation rates with an average 
of about 2,400 kWh/m2. In the chosen location (Meitar), the prevailing weather is hot in summer, with 
temperature of about 35°C or even more during day time, and in winter the temperatures are about 
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22°C. The annual irradiation is 2,200 – 2,300 kWh/m2, the relative humidity in this area is about 40% 
and the sky is clear most of the time. Thus, Meitar has high intensities of solar radiation and long 
hours of sunshine duration. Figure 6.2 shows the direct normal irradiation (DNI) of the land of Israel 
(in this map Meitar is indicated) [47].  
 
Figure 6.2. Annual solar irradiation in the land of Israel (averaged on the period 1994-2010), with 
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6.3. Meteorological data 
The weather data that is used in this thesis is taken from Meteonorm 7. Table 6.2 shows the monthly 
meteo data and Figure 6.3 shows the daily temperature of Meitar. 
 
Table 6.2. Monthly meteo data 
 
Figure 6.3. Daily temperature of Meitar 
6.4. Component selection 
In order to make the thesis financially attractive it is necessary to proper components to the 
system. Proper selection means that all the components should have competitive price in order have 
the ability of financial analysis, proven quality and warranty over the lifetime of the project. Also, all 
the components should be analyzed and matched to each other. Therefor there is the need to study 
the photovoltaic market in order to discover the costs, qualities and lifetime of the components.  
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6.4.1. PV modules  
After study the photovoltaic market, five options were chosen for the thesis. This choice 
includes the five technologies that will be analyzed in this thesis (Polycrystalline, Monocrystalline, 
Thin-film CIS, Thin-film amorphous silicon and Multi-junction). The modules that were selected are 
meeting the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission standards) depending on the 
technology. Additionally, these chosen modules are financially attractive and have the lowest cost 
per Wp.  
6.4.1.1. Polycrystalline module 
The Polycrystalline PV module that was chosen for this thesis is from the manufacturer Yingli 
Green Energy. This manufacturer is one of the large manufacturers of PV in the world and provide 
a high quality of product for reasonable price. The chosen module is YL240P-29B model, it has 60 
polycrystalline cells silicon with nominal power of 240 W and 14.7 % of efficiency. These modules 
were chosen based on their tight and positive power tolerance of 0 to 5 W, this fact will minimize the 
losses and will lead improvement in the system yield. Table 6.3 shows the main characteristics and 





Module efficiency 14.70% 
Dimensions (mm) 1650x990x40 
Maximum Power  240W 
Voltage at Pmax 29.5V 
Open circuit voltage 37.5V 
Current at Pmax 8.14A 
Short circuit current 8.65A 
Max. System voltage 1000V 
Temperature coefficient of Voc -0.33%/°C 
Temperature coefficient of ISC 0.06%/°C 
Temperature coefficient of VMPP -0.45%/°C 
Lifetime Warranty 
*10-year limited product warranty.  
*10 years at 91.2% of the minimal 
rated power output, 25 years at 
80.7% of the minimal rated power 
output.  




IEC 61215, IEC 61730, MCS, CE, 
ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004, BS 
OHSAS 18001:2007, SA 8000, PV 
Cycle 
Price  530 ₪ (132 €) [49] 
Table 6.3. Main characteristics and cost of Polycrystalline PV module  
6.4.1.2. Monocrystalline module 
The monocrystalline module that was chosen for this thesis is from the manufacturer Hareon 
Solar Technology. This manufacturer was founded in 2004 and today it is one of the largest silicon-
wafer producers in China and their products meet all the international standard. This choice was 
based on their low cost and high efficiency. The chosen module is Hareon HR-250W-18/Cbb Mono 
EU model with nominal power of 250 W and efficiency of 16.33 %. Table 6.4 shows the main 
characteristics and the cost of the chosen module.  
Manufacturer Hareon Solar Technology 
Model HR-250W-18/Cbb Mono EU 
Country China 
Technology Si-mono 
Module efficiency 16.33% 
Dimensions (mm) 1636x992x40 
Maximum Power 250W 
Voltage at Pmax 30.59V 
Open circuit voltage 37.59V 
Current at Pmax 8.17A 
Short circuit current 8.79A 
Max. System voltage 1000V 
Temperature coefficient of Voc -0.322%/°C 
Temperature coefficient of ISC 0.055%/°C 
Temperature coefficient of VMPP -0.428%/°C 
Lifetime Warranty 
25-year linear performance warranty, 




IEC 61215, IEC 61730, IEC 62716, 
IEC 61701, CE, UL Listed, CEC, 
VDE, RoHS, TÜV, PV CYCLE 
Price  542 ₪ (135 €) [49] 
Table 6.4. Main characteristics and cost of monocrystalline PV module 
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6.4.1.3. Thin-film CIS 
The Thin-film CIS module that was chosen for this thesis is from the manufacturer Avancis 
GmbH & Co. It was founded in 1980 and is a pioneer of the CIS technology. The chosen model is 
PowerMax® SMART with a power of 130 W and efficiency of 12.3 %. This choice was based on 
their low cost per Wp and the good temperature coefficient. Table 6.5 shows the main characteristics 
and the cost of the chosen module.  
Manufacturer Avancis GmbH & Co 
Model PowerMax® SMART 
Country Germany  
Technology Thin-film CIS 
Module efficiency 12.3% 
Dimensions (mm) 70x64x13 
Maximum Power 130W 
Voltage at Pmax 44.9V 
Open circuit voltage 59.5V 
Current at Pmax 2.9A 
Short circuit current 3.28A 
Max. System voltage 1000V 
Temperature coefficient of Voc -170mV/°C 
Temperature coefficient of ISC 0.1 mA/°C 
Temperature coefficient of VMPP -140mV/°C 
Lifetime Warranty 10 Years of 90% Output Power 
25 Years of 80% Output Power 
Price  301 ₪ (78 €) [49] 
Table 6.5. Main characteristics and cost of thin-film CIS module 
6.4.1.4. Thin-Film amorphous silicon 
The Thin-film Amorphous silicon module that was chosen for this thesis is from the 
manufacturer SHARP solar electricity. The chosen model is NS-F130G5 with power of 130 W and 
its efficiency is 9.3%. This choice was based on their high efficiency and better temperature 
coefficient, which might lead to a system losses decreases. Table 6.6 shows the main characteristics 
and the cost of the chosen module.  
Manufacturer SHARP solar electricity 
Model NS-F130G5 
Country USA 
Technology Thin-film Amorphous silicon 
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Module efficiency 9.3% 
Dimensions (mm) 1001 x 1402 x 7.4 
Maximum Power 130W 
Voltage at Pmax 46.1V 
Open circuit voltage 60.4V 
Current at Pmax 2.82A 
Short circuit current 3.41A 
Max. System voltage 1000V 
Temperature coefficient of Voc  -0.3 %/°C 
Temperature coefficient of ISC 0.07 %/°C 
Temperature coefficient of VMPP  -0.24 %/°C 
Lifetime Warranty 
5-year limited product warranty. 
Limited power warranty: 10 years 90% of the 
nominal power output, 25 years 80% of the 
nominal power output. 
Price per Wp 400 ₪ (84.5 €) [49] 
Table 6.6. Main characteristics and cost of thin-film A-Si module 
6.4.1.5. Multi-junction  
The Multi-junction module that was chosen for this thesis is from the manufacturer SolAero 
technology. This manufacturer is a leading of the high efficiency multi-Junction solar cells. The 
chosen model is CTJ with a power of 200 W and its efficiency is 39.6%. This choice was based on 




Technology Multi-junction (Triple-Junction) 
Module efficiency 39.6% 
Dimensions (mm) 30 x 30 
Maximum Power 200 W 
Voltage at Pmax 31.54V 
Open circuit voltage 36.45V 
Current at Pmax 6.34A 
Short circuit current 6.48A 
Temperature coefficient of Voc -5mV/°C 
Temperature coefficient of ISC 4.7mV/°C 
Temperature coefficient of VMPP -4.5mV/°C 
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Lifetime Warranty 
5-year limited product warranty. 
12-year 90% of the nominal power 
output, 20 years 80% of the 
nominal power output. 
Price  803 ₪ (200 €) [49] 
Table 6.7. Main characteristics and cost of Multi-junction module 
 
6.4.1.6. Inverters  
In order to choose a suitable inverter for the system it was necessary to study the required 
conditions of the grid in Israel (5.2-Technical requirements of Israel) and the market of the inverters. 
After carefully study the inverter that was chosen is from the German manufacturer SMA Solar 
Technology AG. This manufacturer is a professional for photovoltaic system technology. The chosen 
inverter is Sunny Central 1000CP XT with power of 1000 kW. This choice was based on the 
compliance Israeli grid code requirements and its high efficiency.  Table 6.8 shows the main 
characteristic and cost of the chosen inverter.  
Model (SUNFOREST) 1000CP XT 
Input (DC Side) 
Max. DC input Power (kW) 1122 
Max. DC voltage (Vdc) 1000 
MPP voltage range (@ 25°C / @ 40°C / @ 50°C) 
(Vdc) 
688 to 850 / 625 to 850/ 596 
to 850 
Number of independent MPP inputs 1 
Number of DC inputs 9 
Max. input current (A) 1635 
Output (AC Side) 
AC power (@ 25°C / @ 40°C / @ 50°C) (kVA) 1100 / 1000/900 
Nominal AC voltage / nominal AC voltage 
range (V) 405 / 365 to 465 
AC power frequency / range 50, 60 / 47 to 63  
Max. output current (A) 1,568 
Power factor (cosφ) 1 / 0.9 leading to 0.9 lagging 
Max. efficiency / European efficiency / CEC 
efficiency 98.7% / 98.4% / 98.5% 
Lifetime Warranty 5-year product warranty 
Price 611,421 ₪ (152,311 €) [49] 
Table 6.8. Main characteristics and cost of the inverter 
6.4.1.7. Assembly of the system and the other electrical components 
In order to have a complete system it is necessary also to take into account the assembly of 
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the system and the rest necessary components such as wires, cables, junction boxes etc. 
 
These costs normally are not published in the websites. Therefore, it was decided to contact 
local companies in order to estimate the average cost in Israel for the installation and for the 
necessary components. After connecting a few companies, the average costs were estimated,  Table 
6.9 shows the estimated costs.      
Installation of the system 
Type of the system Cost per PV nominal power 
Polycrystalline  0.72₪ (0.18€)/Wp 
Monocrystalline  0.68₪ (0.17€)/Wp 
Thin-film  0.8₪ (0.2€)/Wp 
Multi-junction 0.92₪ (0.23€)/Wp 
Operation and maintenance 0.08₪ (0.02€)/Wp 
Other necessary components  
Component 
Cost share according to the total equipment 
cost 
Electrical components such as 
wires, cables and junction 
boxes  
0.1% 
Table 6.9. Cost of the PV system installation and the electrical components 
6.5. Sizing of the system 
In this section, will be calculated the PV system step by step in order to design the PV system 
of this thesis. Therefore, will be necessary to follow the procedure below: 
1 Calculation of the power dimensions of the PV plant. 
o Determination of the AC active power.   
o Determination of the DC input power of the inverter.  
o Definition of the nominal power ratio. 
2 Calculation of the voltage dimensions. 
o Calculation of the voltage dimensions at PV module level.  
o Calculation of the voltage dimensions at string level. 
This procedure will be done for all the modules (Polycrystalline, Monocrystalline, Thin-film CIS, 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon and Multi-junction).     
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6.5.1. Calculation of the power dimensions of the PV plant 
6.5.1.1. Determination of the AC active power 
The AC active power shows at optimum weather conditions the power that is sent to the grid. 
This depend on the planned output AC power (3 MW), the power factor (cos φ, Figure 6.4 shows the 
dependence of the AC active power on the power factor), the apparent power of the inverter and the 
AC voltage of the grid.  
 
Figure 6.4. The AC active power depending on the power factor [50] 
This power will be found by the following calculation: 
    =     ∙     
1
0.9
 (Eq. 6.1) 
Where:  
PAC – AC active power 
SAC – Apparent power of the inverter 
    = 1000 ∙ 1 = 1000    
 
6.5.1.2. Determination of the DC input power of the inverter 
The DC input power of the inverter is the power that must enter to the inverter in order to 
receive the desire AC power that will be sent to the grid. In the calculation, it is important to know 
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that the efficiency of the inverter influences by the PV voltages (Figure 6.5) 
 
Figure 6.5. Efficiency of the inverter at different PV voltages [50] 







PDC – DC power of the inverter. 
PAC – AC active power of the inverter. 




= 1016    
6.5.1.3. Definition of the nominal power ratio 
The PV array must be coordinated to the inverter related to its power. Therefore, it is necessary to 
calculate the nominal power ratio (NPR). In the calculation of the NPR the discussion about 
oversizing (PDC > PDCGEN) or undersizing (PDC < PDCGEN) appears. The decision arrives from the 
annual solar irradiation, the main reason to oversize an inverter is to maximize the power output in 
low conditions. Meitar is located in the south of Israel where there is high irradiation (6.2), for this 
reason there is no need to oversize the inverter. Figure 6.6 shows the PV array power dependent on 
the NPR. 
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NPR – nominal power ration. 
PDC – DC power of the inverter. 
PDC,GEN – PV array power.  
In order to calculate the NPR, it is necessary to know the PV array power. Related to the previous 
explanation, there is no need to oversize the inverter. Therefore, it is possible to assume that the PV 





= 0.9676 = 96.76 % 
6.5.2. Calculation of the voltage dimensions 
6.5.2.1. PV module level 
The first step is to calculate the maximum open circuit voltage. The highest value of the open 
circuit voltage will be at the low temperatures. In order to calculate it, will be must to take into account 
the lower temperature that can be expected in the location and the temperature coefficient of each 
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module. After studying the weather of Meitar, the lowest temperature there can reach 15oC during 
module operation, sunlight time (6.2). The calculation of the maximum open circuit voltage will be 
done in this section for all the modules.   
    ,   =      1 +





Vmax,oc – Maximum PV module voltage. 
Voc – Open circuit voltage of the module. 
TLow,a – Minimum expected temperature. 
βVoc – Temperature coefficient of the module.   
Polycrystalline: 
    = 37.5   
     = −0.33 %/℃ 
    ,   = 37.5  1 +
(15 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.33)
100
  = 42.45   
 
Monocrystalline: 
    = 37.59   
     = −0.322 %/℃ 
    ,   = 37.59  1 +
(15 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.322)
100
  = 42.43   
 
Thin-film CIS: 
    = 59.5   
     = −170  /℃ =  
−170  /℃
59.5 
∙ 100 = −0.283%/℃ 
    ,   = 59.5  1 +
(15 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.283)
100
  = 66.24   
 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
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    = 60.4   
     = −0.3 %/℃ 
    ,   = 60.4  1 +
(15 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.3)
100
  = 67.65   
 
Multi-Junction: 
    = 36.45   
     = −5  /℃ =  
−5  /℃
3.19 
∙ 100 = −0.157%/℃ 
    ,   = 36.45  1 +
(15 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.157)
100
  = 38.74   
Table 6.10 summarizes the maximum output voltage of all the modules. 
Module Vmax,oc (V) 
Polycrystalline 42.45 
Monocrystalline 42.43 
Thin-film CIS 66.24 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 67.65 
Multi-Junction 38.74 
Table 6.10. Maximum output circuit voltage of the modules. 
The next step is to calculate the minimum open circuit voltage. The lowest value of the open 
circuit voltage will be at high temperatures. In order to calculate it, will be must to take into account 
the highest temperature that can be expected in the location and the temperature coefficient of each 
module. After studying the weather of Meitar, the highest temperature there can reach 50oC during 
module operation, sunlight time (6.2).  






Vmin,oc – Minimum PV module voltage. 
VMPP – Voltage of the PV module at maximum power. 
Tmax,a – Maximum expected temperature. 
βVMPP – Temperature coefficient of the module.   
Polycrystalline: 
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     = 29.5   
      = −0.33 %/℃ 
    ,   = 29.5  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.33)
100
  = 26.18   
 
Monocrystalline: 
     = 30.59   
      = −0.428 %/℃ 
    ,   = 30.59  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.428)
100
  = 27.32   
 
Thin-film CIS: 
     = 44.9   
      = −140  /℃ =  
−140  /℃
59.5 
∙ 100 = −0.235%/℃ 
    ,   = 44.9  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.235)
100
  = 42.26   
 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
     = 46.1   
      = −0.24 %/℃ 
    ,   = 46.1  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.24)
100
  = 43.33   
 
Multi-Junction: 
     = 31.54   
     = −4.5  /℃ =  
−4.5  /℃
2.76 
∙ 100 = −0.163%/℃ 
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    ,   = 31.54  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (−0.163)
100
  = 30.25   
 
Table 6.11 summarizes the minimum output voltage of all the modules. 
Module Vmin,oc (V) 
Polycrystalline 26.18 
Monocrystalline 27.32 
Thin-film CIS 42.26 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 43.33 
Multi-Junction 30.25 
Table 6.11. Minimum output circuit voltage of the modules 
The last step for the PV module level is to calculate the maximum PV module current. The 
highest value of the PV module current is at high temperatures. In order to calculate it, will be must 
to take into account the highest temperature that can be expected in the location and the temperature 
coefficient of each module. 
    ,   =      1 +
     ,    ℃  
   
    (Eq. 6.6) 
Where:  
Imax,DC – Maximum PV module current. 
ISC – Short circuit current of the PV module. 
Tmax,a – Maximum expected temperature. 
α – Temperature coefficient of the module.   
Polycrystalline: 
    = 8.65   
  = 0.06 %/℃ 
    ,   = 8.65  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (0.06)
100
  = 8.78   
 
Monocrystalline: 
    = 8.79   
  = 0.055 %/℃ 
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    ,   = 8.79  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (0.055)
100
  = 8.91   
 
Thin-film CIS: 
    = 3.28   
  = 0.00305 %/℃ 
    ,   = 3.28  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (0.00305)
100
  = 3.283   
 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
    = 3.41   
  = 0.07 %/℃ 
    ,   = 3.41  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (0.07)
100
  = 3.47   
 
Multi-Junction: 
    = 6.48   
  = 0.0725 %/℃ 
    ,   = 6.48  1 +
(50 − 25℃) ∙ (0.0725)
100
  = 6.6   
 
Table 6.12 summarizes the maximum PV module current of all the modules. 
Module Imax,DC (A) 
Polycrystalline 8.78 
Monocrystalline 8.91 
Thin-film CIS 3.283 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 3.47 
Multi-Junction 6.6 
Table 6.12. Maximum PV module current of the modules 
6.5.2.2. String level  
The first step is to calculate the maximum number of PV modules per string. The string must 
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consist the number of PV modules which ensures that the voltage of the string will be always below 
the maximum input voltage of the inverter. In a situation that the voltage in the string rises above the 
input voltage of the inverter, delayed starting and damage to the inverter occur and these will lead 
also to a yield losses. Therefore, the maximum voltage in the string must not rises above the 




  (Eq. 6.7) 
Where:  
Nmax,string – Maximum number of PV modules per string. 
VDC,max,inv – Maximum input voltage of the inverter. 
Vmax,oc – Maximum voltage of the PV module. 
   ,   ,    = 1000   
Polycrystalline: 




≤ 23.55 ≈ 23 
Monocrystalline: 




≤ 23.57 ≈ 23 
 
Thin-film CIS: 




≤ 15.1 ≈ 15 
 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
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≤ 14.78 ≈ 14 
 
Multi-Junction: 




≤ 25.81 ≈ 25 
 




Thin-film CIS 15 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 14 
Multi-Junction 25 
Table 6.13. Maximum number of PV modules per string 
The next step is to calculate the minimum number of PV modules per string. In order to 
ensure that the minimum voltage of the string is always above the minimum MPP voltage of the 
inverter. It is very important to know the minimum number of PV modules in the string. If the string 







Nmin,string – Minimum number of PV modules per string. 
VDC,MPP,min,inv – Minimum MPP voltage of the inverter. 
Vmin,oc – Minimum voltage of the PV module. 
   ,   ,   ,    = 596   
Polycrystalline: 
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≥ 22.76 ≈ 23 
Monocrystalline: 




≥ 21.82 ≈ 22 
 
Thin-film CIS: 




≥ 14.1 ≈ 15 
 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 




≥ 13.75 ≈ 14 
 
Multi-Junction: 




≥ 19.7 ≈ 20 
 








Table 6.14. Minimum number of PV modules per string 
After was calculated the maximum and the minimum number of modules per string it is 
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necessary to calculate the optimum number of modules per string. This number must not be less 
than the minimum number per string and must not rises above the maximum number of modules per 
string. 
    ,       ≤         ≤     ,       (Eq. 6.9) 
Where:  
Nmin,string – Minimum number of PV modules per string. 
Nstring – Optimum number of PV modules per string. 
Nmax,string – Maximum number of PV modules per string. 
Polycrystalline: 
    ,       = 23 
    ,       = 23 
23 ≤ 23 ≤ 23 
Monocrystalline: 
    ,       = 22 
    ,       = 23 
22 ≤ 23 ≤ 23 
Thin-film CIS: 
    ,       = 15 
    ,       = 15 
15 ≤ 15 ≤ 15 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
    ,       = 14 
    ,       = 14 
14 ≤ 14 ≤ 14 
Multi-Junction: 
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    ,       = 20 
    ,       = 25 
20 ≤ 25 ≤ 25 




Thin-film CIS 15 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 14 
Multi-Junction 25 
Table 6.15. Optimum number of PV modules per string 
Once there is the optimum number of modules per string, should be checked that the 
voltages of the string are standing in the conditions. In other words, should be checked that the 
maximum voltage of the string is not above the maximum input voltage of the inverter and the 
minimum voltage of the string is above the minimum MPP voltage of the inverter.  
   ,   ,       =         ∙     ,   <    ,   ,    (Eq. 6.10) 
   ,   ,       =         ∙     ,   >    ,   ,   ,    (Eq. 6.11) 
Where:  
VDC,max,string – Maximum voltage of the string. 
Nstring – Optimum number of PV modules per string. 
Vmax,oc – Maximum voltage of the PV module. 
VDC,max,inv – Maximum input voltage of the inverter. 
Vmin,oc – Minimum voltage of the PV module. 
VDC,MPP,min,inv – Minimum MPP voltage of the inverter. 
   ,   ,    = 1000   
   ,   ,   ,    = 596   
Polycrystalline: 
        = 23 
    ,   = 42.45   
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    ,   = 26.18   
   ,   ,       = 23 ∙ 42.45 = 976.35   < 1000   
   ,   ,       = 23 ∙ 26.18 = 602.14   > 596   
Monocrystalline: 
        = 23 
    ,   = 42.43   
    ,   = 27.32   
   ,   ,       = 23 ∙ 42.43 = 975.89   < 1000   
   ,   ,       = 23 ∙ 27.32 = 628.36   > 596   
Thin-film CIS: 
        = 15 
    ,   = 66.24   
    ,   = 42.26   
   ,   ,       = 15 ∙ 66.24 = 993.6   < 1000   
   ,   ,       = 15 ∙ 42.26 = 633.9   > 596   
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
        = 14 
    ,   = 67.65   
    ,   = 43.33   
   ,   ,       = 14 ∙ 67.65 = 947.1   < 1000   
   ,   ,       = 14 ∙ 43.33 = 606.62   > 596   
Multi-Junction: 
        = 25 
    ,   = 38.74   
    ,   = 30.25   
   ,   ,       = 25 ∙ 38.74 = 968.5   < 1000   
   ,   ,       = 25 ∙ 30.25 = 756.25   > 596   
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From the examination that was done it is possible to see that the voltage does not exceed 
from the limits for all the modules. Now will be possible to calculate the optimum number of strings 
per inverter. In order to that, should be calculated first the minimum number of strings, second the 
maximum number of strings and then will be possible to find the optimum number of strings per 
inverter.   







nmin,string – Minimum number of strings. 
PDC,GEN – PV array power.  
Pmax,mod – Maximum power of the PV module. 
Nstring – Optimum number of PV modules per string. 
   ,    = 1050    
Polycrystalline: 
    ,    = 240   




≥ 190.22 ≈ 191 
Monocrystalline: 
    ,    = 250   




≥ 182.61 ≈ 183 
Thin-film CIS: 
    ,    = 130   




≥ 538.46 ≈ 539 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
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    ,    = 130   




≥ 576.92 ≈ 577 
Multi-Junction: 
    ,    = 200   




≥ 210 ≈ 210 




Thin-film CIS 539 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 577 
Multi-Junction 210 
Table 6.16. Minimum number of strings per inverter 
 







nmax,string – Maximum number of strings. 
IDC,max,inv – Maximum input current of the inverter.  
IDC,max,string – Maximum current of the string. 
   ,   ,    = 1635   
Polycrystalline: 




≤ 200.86 ≈ 200 
Monocrystalline: 
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≤ 200.12 ≈ 200 
Thin-film CIS: 




≤ 563.79 ≈ 563 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 




≤ 579.79 ≈ 579 
Multi-Junction: 




≤ 257.89 ≈ 257 








Table 6.17. Maximum number of strings per inverter 
Optimum number of strings per inverter:  
    ,       ≤         ≤     ,       (Eq. 6.14) 
Where:  
nmin,string – Minimum number of strings. 
nstring – Optimum number of strings. 
nmax,string – Maximum number of strings. 
Polycrystalline: 
    ,       = 191 
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    ,       = 200 
191 ≤ 191 ≤ 200 
Monocrystalline: 
    ,       = 183 
    ,       = 200 
183 ≤ 183 ≤ 200 
Thin-film CIS: 
    ,       = 539 
    ,       = 563 
539 ≤ 539 ≤ 563 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
    ,       = 577 
    ,       = 579 
577 ≤ 577 ≤ 579 
Multi-Junction: 
    ,       = 210 
    ,       = 257 
210 ≤ 210 ≤ 257 




Thin-film CIS 539 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 577 
Multi-Junction 210 
Table 6.18. Optimum number of strings per inverter 
After all the calculations are done, it is possible to know the necessary number of modules 
and inverters for this thesis. Each inverter delivers to the grid 1,000 kWAC (6.5.1.1), the planned 
power of the system is 3000 kW. Therefore, will be needed 3 inverters.  
Necessary number of modules for the whole system: 
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        =                         (Eq. 6.15) 
Where:  
Nmodule – Necessary number of modules. 
Nstring – Optimum number of PV modules per string. 
nstring – Optimum number of strings per inverter. 
Ninverter – Necessary number of inverters. 
Polycrystalline: 
        = 23 
        = 191 
        = 23 ∙ 191 ∙ 3 = 13179 
Monocrystalline: 
        = 23 
        = 183 
        = 23 ∙ 183 ∙ 3 = 12627 
Thin-film CIS: 
        = 15 
        = 539 
        = 15 ∙ 539 ∙ 3 = 24255 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
        = 14 
        = 577 
        = 14 ∙ 577 ∙ 3 = 24234 
Multi-Junction: 
        = 25 
        = 210 
        = 25 ∙ 210 ∙ 3 = 15750 
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Thin-film CIS 24255 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 24234 
Multi-Junction 15750 
Table 6.19. Necessary total number of modules for the whole system 
After all the steps of the sizing it is possible to know necessary number of inverters for the 
system, strings per inverter, modules per string and total number of modules for the whole system. 
By these calculations it is possible to evaluate the total investment cost of the system and the total 






Nmodule for all the 
system 
Polycrystalline 191 573 23 13179 
Monocrystalline 183 549 23 12627 
Thin-film CIS 539 1617 15 24255 
Thin-film Amorphous silicon 577 1731 14 24234 
Multi-Junction 210 630 25 15750 
Table 6.20. Necessary number of strings per inverter, modules per string and total number of 
modules for the whole system 
Yearly PV array energy production:  
    =






    =     ∙      (Eq. 6.17) 
Where:  
EDC – Yearly PV array energy production. 
Eyearly  – Yearly irradiation. 
PDC,GEN – PV array power.  
Ninv – Number of inverters. 




  (From Meteonorm 7 Table 6.2) 
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Scheme of the PV system: 
Figure 6.7 shows the scheme of the PV system. It is possible to see how the PV system 
should look and how it should be connected to the grid. It is important to mention that not all the 
component were taking into account such as, protections and switches.  
 
Figure 6.7. Scheme of the PV system 
2 
3 
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7. Simulation of the grid connected PV system  
Chapter 6 has shown the sizing of the different PV systems. In order to notice that the sizing was 
correct and to receive more accurate results it is necessary to make the sizing and the simulation of 
the different PV systems also by the software. The simulations of the grid connected PV systems of 
the thesis will be done by the software PV Syst. This software developed by the University of Genève. 
It allows pre-sizing and/or designing and simulating PV installations. This software has different 
sections: (The main menu of the software is described in Figure 7.1). 
 Preliminary design allows quick study about a photovoltaic installation connected to the 
grid, isolated with batteries or with a pumped system. 
 Project design allows carrying out a more precise analysis than the pre-sizing. 
 Databases provide different information such as climatic data or characteristics of the 
components (inverters, PV panels). We can also import our own climatic data, component 
characteristics of the components missing on the software. 
 Tools allow tracing and having boards about sunshine coming on the panels. 
 
Figure 7.1. Main menu of the software PVSyst 
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For this thesis is used the Project design section in order to have a precise analysis, as well 
as the Database section to import the climatic data of Meitar. 
 
The project design consists of 6 steps: 
 Definition of the type of the system: connected to the grid, stand alone with batteries, 
pumped, grid CC. For this thesis, will be used connected to the grid. 
 Definition of the site, must specify the climatic parameters (temperature, irradiance, 
albedo). 
 Definition of the orientation, must precise the type of fields (unlimited sheds, tracking 1 
axe, tracking 2 axes,…). Depending on the type of fields, various information is required 
such as the number of sheds, the azimuth, the tilt angle, parameters of the sheds (spacing 
between sheds, width of the collector band, width of inactive bands, etc.).  
 Definition of the system, in this section, it is necessary to model different PV fields. And 
must specify the model, the type of inverters and PV modules.  
 Losses, it is necessary to take into account the losses of the PV panels, the cables and 
the transformer.  
 Simulation, The PV power plant is simulated and a report is edited with the graphs and 
the tables. 
 
After using the software PVsyst for all the systems and feeding the location data, the 
components data and the economic data, the simulation can be done and to give the results of each 
PV system. With the received results, it will be possible to make the comparison between the system 
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7.1. Polycrystalline 
In Figure 7.2 it is possible to see the simulation parameters of the Polycrystalline grid 
connected PV system. The simulation parameters included the geographical data of Meitar, the 
necessary number of PV modules, the area and the necessary number of inverters for the PV 
system. For this PV system will be needed 3 inverters, 573 strings and 24 modules per string. That 
means, will be needed 13,752 modules and total area of 22328 m2.     
 
Figure 7.2. Simulation parameters for Polycrystalline 
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Figure 7.3 presents the main results of the Polycrystalline grid connected PV system. It is 
possible to see the yearly produced energy of the system, the investment, the energy cost, the 
normalized production and the performance ratio. The maximum production is in the summer time 
(June, July and August) due to the higher solar irradiation in this season.   
 
Figure 7.3. Main results for Polycrystalline 
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Figure 7.4 presents the economic evaluation of the Polycrystalline grid connected PV system. 
In this economic evaluation, it is possible to see the total cost of the investment (2,896,610 €), 
including the total cost of the PV modules (1,815,264 €), inverters cost (456,933 €), the cost of the 
wiring and other necessary components (2,333 €) and the cost of the installation of the PV system 
(622,080 €). Also, it shows the subsidies for the investment that was calculated per Wp (904,435 €). 
These subsidies will income continually for the energy that will produce. Also, there is an optional 
loan to take for 20 years with an interest of 5%. The simulation also shows what will be the yearly 
running cost (69,120 €). In the end, it is possible to know what will be the yearly produced energy 
(5844 MWh/year) and the cost of the produced energy per kWh (0.04 €/kWh).   
 
Figure 7.4. Economic evaluation for Polycrystalline 
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7.1. Monocrystalline  
In Figure 7.5 it is possible to see the simulation parameters of the Monocrystalline grid connected 
PV system. The simulation parameters included the geographical data of Meitar, the necessary 
number of PV modules, the area and the necessary number of inverters for the PV system. For this 
PV system will be needed 3 inverters, 549 strings and 32 modules per string. That means, will be 
needed 12,627 modules and total area of 20,493 m2.     
 
Figure 7.5. Simulation parameters of Monocrystalline 
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Figure 7.6. Main results of Monocrystalline  
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Figure 7.7 presents the economic evaluation of the Monocrystalline grid connected PV system. 
In this economic evaluation, it is possible to see the total cost of the investment (2,726,838 €), 
including the total cost of the PV modules (1,704,645 €), inverters cost (456,933 €), the cost of the 
wiring and other necessary components (2,220 €) and the cost of the installation of the PV system 
(563,040 €). Also, it shows the subsidies for the investment that was calculated per Wp (866,750 €). 
These subsidies will income continually for the energy that will produce. Also, there is an optional 
loan to take for 20 years with an interest of 5%. The simulation also shows what will be the yearly 
running cost (66,240 €). In the end, it is possible to know what will be the yearly produced energy 
(5,429 MWh/year) and the cost of produced energy per kWh (0.04 €/kWh). 
 
Figure 7.7. Economic evaluation of Monocrystalline 
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7.2. Thin-Film CIS 
In Figure 7.8 it is possible to see the simulation parameters of the Thin-Film CIS grid connected 
PV system. The simulation parameters included the geographical data of Meitar, the necessary 
number of PV modules, the area and the necessary number of inverters for the PV system. For this 
PV system will be needed 3 inverters, 1617 strings and 14 modules per string. That means, will be 
needed 22,638 modules and total area of 23,855 m2. 
 
Figure 7.8. Simulation parameters of Thin-Film CIS 
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Figure 7.9. Main results of Thin-Film CIS  
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Figure 7.10 presents the economic evaluation of the Thin-Film CIS grid connected PV 
system. In this economic evaluation, it is possible to see the total cost of the investment (2,813,507 
€), including the total cost of the PV modules (1,765,764 €), inverters cost (456,933 €), the cost of 
the wiring and other necessary components (2,222 €) and the cost of the installation of the PV system 
(588,588 €). Also, it shows the subsidies for the investment that was calculated per Wp (765,164 €). 
These subsidies will income continually for the energy that will produce. Also, there is an optional 
loan to take for 20 years with an interest of 5%. The simulation also shows what will be the yearly 
running cost (58,859 €). In the end, it is possible to know what will be the yearly produced energy 
(5,138 MWh/year) and the cost of produced energy per kWh (0.04 €/kWh). 
 
Figure 7.10. Economic evaluation of Thin-Film CIS 
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7.3. Thin-Film Amorphous Silicon 
In Figure 7.11 it is possible to see the simulation parameters of the Thin-Film A-Si grid 
connected PV system. The simulation parameters included the geographical data of Meitar, the 
necessary number of PV modules, the area and the necessary number of inverters for the PV 
system. For this PV system will be needed 3 inverters, 1731 strings and 14 modules per string. That 
means, will be needed 24,234 modules and total area of 34,010 m2. 
 
Figure 7.11. Simulation parameters of Thin-Film A-Si 
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Figure 7.12. Main results of Thin-Film A-Si  
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Figure 7.13 presents the economic evaluation of the Thin-Film A-Si grid connected PV 
system. In this economic evaluation, it is possible to see the total cost of the investment (3,131,796 
€), including the total cost of the PV modules (2,047,773 €), inverters cost (456,933 €), the cost of 
the wiring and other necessary components (2,466 €) and the cost of the installation of the PV system 
(624,624 €). Also, it shows the subsidies for the investment that was calculated per Wp (812,011 €). 
These subsidies will income continually for the energy that will produce. Also, there is an optional 
loan to take for 20 years with an interest of 5%. The simulation also shows what will be the yearly 
running cost (66,240 €). In the end, it is possible to know what will be the yearly produced energy 
(5,768 MWh/year) and the cost of produced energy per kWh (0.04 €/kWh). 
 
Figure 7.13. Economic evaluation of Thin-Film A-Si 
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After simulating the different PV systems, the software gives the reports with the simulation 
results of each PV system. Table 7.1 summarized the simulation results of the different PV systems.  
Module NInverter Nstring 
Nmodule 








Polycrystalline 3 573 24 13,752 22,328 5,844 2,896,610 69,120 
Monocrystalline 3 549 32 12,627 20,493 5,429 2,726,838 66,240 
Thin-film CIS 3 1,617 14 22,638 23,855 5,138 2,813,507 58,859 
Thin-film A-Si 3 1,731 14 24,234 34,010 5,768 3,131,796 66,240 
Table 7.1. the simulation results of the different PV systems 
The comparison of the simulation results between the different PV systems shows that for 
installation of PV system with Monocrystalline the necessary area will be the smallest and the 
investment cost will be the cheapest.    
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8. Economic Analysis  
In order to evaluate bankability and comparison of renewable energy project, the most common 
tool is the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE). The LCOE evaluates the economic feasibility of the 
energy source over the projects lifetime. Low LCOE means that the electricity is produced in a lower 
price and with higher returns. Also, for the economic analysis it is important to check the payback 
time of each PV system.  
 
Table 8.1 summarizes the costs of the different grid connected PV systems, it is possible to 
notice that the investment cost of Thin-Film A-Si and multi-Junction are much higher than the rest 
due to the higher number of modules of the Thin-Film A-Si and the higher cost of the Multi-Junction 









Polycrystalline 2,896,610 69,120 5,844,000 
Monocrystalline 2,726,838 66,240 5,429,000 
Thin-film CIS 2,813,507 58,859 5,138,000 
Thin-film A-Si 3,131,796 66,240 5,768,000 
Multi-Junction 3,878,374 63,000 6,289,100 
Table 8.1. Comparison of the cost of the different Grid connected systems 
     =
                           
                                              
  (Eq. 8.1) 
Where the lifetime of the system is 25 years. 
Polycrystalline: 
     =






















Thin-film Amorphous silicon: 
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     =
















Table 8.2 shows the payback results of the different PV systems. The calculations of the 
payback were considered into two options, in the first option was not included a loan for the 
investment and the second option was included a loan with three different interests (3%, 5% and 
7%). It is possible to notice that there is big difference of payback in the option of taking loan for the 





1yr 5,844 MWh    
Income of 1yr 6,056,324 
₪ (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,529,375 €    
Yearly running 
cost 273,715 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 69,120 €    
Yearly running 
cost of 20 yr 5,474,304 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,382,400 €    
Investment 
price  11,470,576 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 2,896,610 €    
Money from 
the bank 11,470,576 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 2,896,610 € 
Payback 
0% 2.798 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
3%, 20 yr 20,885,108 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 5,274,017 € 
Payback 
3% 4.352 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
5%, 20 yr 31,115,545 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 7,857,461 € 
Payback 
5% 6.042 yr 
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Total money to 
return - interest 
7%, 20 yr 46,326,659 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 11,698,651 € 
Payback 
7% 8.553 yr 
        





1yr 5,429 MWh    
Income of 1yr 5,626,246 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,420,769 €    
Yearly running 
cost 262,310 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 66,240 €    
Yearly running 
cost of 20 yr 5,246,208 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,324,800 €    
Investment 
price  10,798,278 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 2,726,838 €    
Money from 
the bank 10,798,278 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 2,726,838 € 
Payback 
- 0% 2.852 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
3%, 20 yr 19,661,019 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 4,964,904 € 
Payback 
- 3% 4.427 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
5%, 20 yr 29,291,845 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 7,396,931 € 
Payback 
- 5% 6.139 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
7%, 20 yr 43,611,427 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 11,012,987 € 
Payback 
- 7% 8.684 yr 
        
        
Financial Analysis 
Thin-film CIS 




1y 5,138 MWh    
Income of 1 yr 5,324,674 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,344,615 €    
Yearly running 
cost 233,082 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 58,859 €    
Yearly running 
cost of 20 yr 4,661,633 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,177,180 €    
Investment 
price  11,141,488 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 2,813,507 €    
Money from 
the bank 11,141,488 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 2,813,507 € 
Payback 
- 0% 2.968 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
3%, 20 yr 20,285,919 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 5,122,707 € 
Payback 
- 3% 4.685 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
5%, 20 yr 30,222,848 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 7,632,032 € 
Payback 
- 5% 6.551 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
7%, 20 yr 44,997,559 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 11,363,020 € 
Payback 
- 7% 9.326 yr 
        




generated of 1 
yr 5,768 MWh    
Income of 1 yr 5,977,563 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,509,486 €    
Yearly running 
cost 262,310 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 66,240 €    
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Yearly running 
cost of 20 yr 5,246,208 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,324,800 €    
Investment 
price  12,401,912 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 3,131,796 €    
Money from 
the bank 12,401,912 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 3,131,796 € 
Payback 
- 0% 2.952 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
3%, 20 yr 22,580,844 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 5,702,233 € 
Payback 
- 3% 4.655 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
5%, 20 yr 33,641,927 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 8,495,436 € 
Payback 
- 5% 6.506 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
7%, 20 yr 50,088,084 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 12,648,506 € 
Payback 
- 7% 9.257 yr 
        




generated of 1 
yr 6,289 MWh    
Income of 1 yr 6,517,596 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,645,857 €    
Yearly running 
cost 249,480 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 63,000 €    
Yearly running 
cost of 20 yr 4,989,600 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 1,260,000 €    
Investment 
price  15,358,361 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 3,878,374 €    
Money from 
the bank 15,358,361 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 3,878,374 € 
Payback 
- 0% 3.122 yr 
Total money to 27,963,813 ₪  (Israeli 7,061,569 € Payback 5.056 yr 
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return - interest 
3%, 20 yr 
new shekel) - 3% 
Total money to 
return - interest 
5%, 20 yr 41,661,709 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 10,520,634 € 
Payback 
- 5% 7.158 yr 
Total money to 
return - interest 
7%, 20 yr 62,028,409 
₪  (Israeli 
new shekel) 15,663,740 € 
Payback 
- 7% 10.283 yr 
Table 8.2. Payback of the different PV systems 
After the calculations of the LCOE and the payback of the different systems, it is possible to 
notice that the lowest LCOE and the faster payback is for the Polycrystalline grid connected PV 
system. Which means that the installation of PV system with Polycrystalline will produce electricity 
with the lower price and with the higher returns.  
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9. Environmental impacts  
The electricity production from PV systems have used around the world due to their large 
benefits of economic and environmental. Another benefit of the PV systems is the possibility of the 
owner to produce its electricity without impact of emissions and cause to reduction of the emission 
to the environment. However, there is other environmental impacts and emissions arising from the 
life cycle of the PV system. In other words, the manufacturing process and the transportation cause 
to some environmental impacts.  
 
Large PV systems increase the worry regarding the land degradation, the less lands for 
agriculture and for habitats. The required land for a PV system is depending on the technology, the 
topography of the site and the location. The estimation of the required land indicates that for 
production of each MW from a PV system is required between 10,000 m2 to 40,000 m2. Normally the 
way to minimize these land impacts from the PV systems is to install them at location where there is 
low quality of land. Large PV systems usually are located in isolated areas and deserts. However, 
the land impact of PV system is much lower than the land impact from the conventional power plants 
like coal due to all the necessary land uses, such as mining, processing etc. [51].  
 
The production of the PV modules is required energy intensive process and very large big 
amount of bulk materials and common minerals, such as iron, coper and aluminum. Normally most 
of these minerals are not used in the conventional power plants, or are used in very low amount. For 
instance, the iron is used in big amount for the conventional power plants, but in the PV system the 
amount is much bigger. The production process of the PV modules and another components, such 
as inverters, releases to the environment hazardous materials. This is the most critical environmental 
impacts from the PV systems. Most of the manufacturers are used to clean the semiconductor 
surface of the PV cell with some chemicals, such as Hydrochloric acid and Sulfuric acid. The 
necessary amount and the type of these chemicals depends on the type of the cell and the silicon 
wafer size [51] [52] [53].    
   
Certainly, there is no global warming from PV system. However global warming is produced 
from the PV life cycle. That means, there is global warming from the manufacturing of the PV 
modules, transportation, installation and even from the maintenance processes. Nevertheless, the 
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global warming from the conventional power plant is far greater compare to the global warming from 
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10. Thesis budget 
This thesis was presented the needful cost in order to implement the PV system in Meitar such 
as, the components, the installation cost, etc. The budget of this thesis is composed mainly from the 
research hours, working hours on the document and the materials that were used such as, computer, 
softwares etc. Table 10.1 summarized the budget of the thesis, including the hours that were needed 
to work on this thesis and the materials that were needed. 
Labour Wage (€/h) 
Number of 
hours  Amortize 
Total cost 
(€) 
Definition of the 
subject 20 100   2,000 
Research  20 450   9,000 
Writing  20 300   6,000 
Total  850    
      
Research equipment  Unit/Months Cost per unit (€) 
Cost per 
month (€)   
Computer (Lenovo 
G50) 1 500  100 500 
Internet and phone 5  20  100 
Microsoft office 1 99  20 20 
PVsyst  1 909  180 180 
      
Total budget (€)     17,800 
Table 10.1. The budget of the study 
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11. Conclusion 
This thesis has presented and compared between a 3 MW PV grid connected systems with 
different technologies (Polycrystalline, Monocrystalline, Thin-Film CIS, Thin-Film A-Si and Multi 
Junction) for the installation in Meitar, Israel. All the systems were optimized based on the profitability 
of the components and the performance of the configuration. The sizing of the different PV systems 
shows that there will be needed different area for each system due to the different magnitude of the 
different modules technologies and the different necessary number of modules. The PV system with 
the lowest area is the Multi-Junction technology due to its high efficiency.  
  
The results of the simulation by PVsyst show the investment cost, the yearly running cost and 
the yearly produced energy of each system. The comparison of the simulations of the different 
systems shows that the Monocrystalline system has the lowest investment cost and the Thin-Film 
CIS system has the lowest yearly running cost. However, in order to evaluate the economic analysis 
and to know which system will be preferable, Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) tool was used. The 
LCOE has shown that the Polycrystalline system will be preferable for this location including all the 
prices regarding to Polycrystalline technology in Israel. In addition, there was payback calculations 
in order to check how many years will take to return the investment cost of each PV system. This 
calculation has shown that the investment cost of the Polycrystalline PV system will return faster than 
the rest. That means, the Polycrystalline PV system will return the investment faster and will produce 
electricity with the lower price and with the higher returns compare to the other systems. Such 
investment would be likely, as Israel has been increasingly mentioned by energy investors around 
the world as a competitive country for solar energy, due to its high solar resource. 
 
The results of the simulation show that the yearly produced energy of the designed PV system 
is about 5,844 MWh/year. If this system will be implemented, there will be a saving of about 1,163 
tonnes of CO2 in a year that were emitted by the Israeli conventional power plants. At the tariff 
conditions in Israel the installation of this system will be very financially due to the high feed-in tariff 
of Israel regarding the electricity production from PV power systems.  
     
In this thesis, many limitations and assumptions were made, such as the costs of some electrical 
components (wires, cables, junction boxes etc.) and the installation cost. Nevertheless, the thesis 
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allows to evaluate the prospective for designing this grid connected PV system. Although, if the 
proposition will go further, there will be needed more detailed design. It should include the 
mechanical and electrical component connection for the AC and DC sides and the electric 
protections such as electrical disconnect switches, fuses, etc. that were not considered in this thesis. 
Moreover, the economic part, such as installation and maintenance cost have to be more carefully 
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 – Polycrystalline datasheet  
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 – Monocrystalline datasheet  
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 – Thin-Film CIS datasheet 
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 – Multi-Junction datasheet 
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 – Inverter datasheet 
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